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The free-piston generator has more merits than the traditional reciprocating engines, and has been under
extensive investigation. This study focuses on the development two novel perspective ideas unlike
already advanced the linear free piston generator. These are: (1) to make both piston and cylinder free
that provides ideally balancing of the system; (2) to turn from the linear scheme of a generator to rotary
design because of simplicity and compactness. The mathematical simulation of operation of the linear
two-stroke cycle alternator with both free piston and cylinder was conducted with using the model of
zero-dimensional dynamics. Combustion of methane-air mixture with excess air ratio of 1.2 was consid-
ered. Both heat and friction losses were taken into account. Operation particularities of such system were
analyzed. It was found that oscillation amplitude of moving parts did not exceed of 70 mm at frequency
of �50 Hz for alternator with following basic parameters: cylinder bore of 80 mm, length of 400 mm, pis-
ton length of 120 mm. Mass of both piston and cylinder was chosen identical and equal of 3 kg. It was
shown that the efficiency of the chemical energy conversion reached of 46%, and specific power was high
as 40 kW/l at compression ratio of 40. The lab scale pneumatic alternator in rotor variant with both free
rotor and cylindrical body was assembled for experimental demonstration of rotary design capability.
The alternator was fed with compressed air of low pressure below of 6 atm. The electrical power in
the load reached of 10 W at input power with intake compressed air about 100 W. The results indicate
that alternators with both free piston and cylinder in linear and rotary designs have the potential to
achieve high efficiency and provide the vibration – free operation.
� 2019 Karabuk University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Nowadays, there is an acute problem of development of mobile
autonomous mini-power stations and electrical generators of a
new generation. Different mobile autonomous mini-power sta-
tions used now consist of two bound together technical units pro-
viding conversion of the organic fuel energy to the electric power.
The first unit is a piston internal combustion engine (ICE). The sec-
ond unit is rotating electrical generator. In recent years, the electri-
cal generator of new type as a mono energy block was designed on
the base of linear internal combustion engine with a free piston [1–
12]. This generator consists of a free piston engine (FPE) coupled to
a linear electric machine. Simple design of the electrical machinery
makes this an interesting concept. The general working principle is
that the high-temperature and high-pressure gas after the heat
release process in the cylinder drives the piston assembly to recip-
rocate, and the generator converts parts of the mechanical energy
into electricity. Such FPE generator has promising advantages. The
‘‘crankless” configuration allows the novel engine to operate with
variable stroke length and compression ratio, which gives exten-
sive performance advantages, such as multi-fuel possibilities,
lower friction losses from fewer motion parts, high power density,
fast transient response and combustion optimization flexibility.

This technology is currently being explored by a number of
research groups worldwide [11–26]. Most researchers generally
applied zero-dimensional empirical models (such as Wiebe model)
[11–19] to model the combustion process of free-piston engine
generator in the linear design. They simulated the gas motion
and heat release of combustion process with simplified functions,
ignored or weakened the influence of gas motion and species dis-
tribution. The zero-dimensional model approach is enough effec-
tive and allows revealing a control strategy to improve the
output power for a free-piston linear generator. The results of
study [27] stated that the proposed control strategy can improve
the output power by around 7–10% with the same fuel cycle mass.
Validation between numerical modeling of the spark-ignited free-
piston linear generator and its prototype showed a good fitting.
The efficiency of 31.5% at a power output of 4 kWwas reached [12].

Single and multi-zone Chemkin model with detailed chemical
kinetics, and unique piston dynamics extracted from one dimen-
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Nomenclature

Symbols
E specific internal energy of gas, J/kg
Ed energy of water dissociation, J/mols
Ff friction force, N
Fe electromagnetic interaction force, N
H specific enthalpy, J/kg
Keq equilibrium constant, atm�0.5

ke parameter of an electrical load
q gas flow rate, kg/m2∙s
Mk mass of piston or cylinder, kg
m mass of gas, kg
mm mass of fuel, kg
Nw number of water vapor, mol
n polytropic exponent
P pressure, Pa
Pin intake pressure, Pa
S cross-section of the cylinder, m2

t running time, s
Va alternator volume, m3

Vi volume, m3

Ui speed of piston or cylinder, m/s

wi consumption rate of methane, kg/s
Wc heat release, W
Wh heat losses, W
We electrical power, W

Greek letters
a degree of dissociation
nm current mole fractions of methane in mixture
nox current mole fractions of oxygen in mixture
gc intake parameter
sc characteristic turbulent combustion time, s
sig characteristic ignition delay time, s

Abbreviations
ICE internal combustion engine
FPE free piston engine
CFD computational fluid dynamics
EMF electromotive force
ICA internal combustion alternator
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sional gas dynamic model, have been used to analyze the combus-
tion characteristics and engine performance [20]. A dynamic model
of the complete free piston engine has been used to predict the pis-
tonmotion, while the commercial 1-D code BOOST has been used to
simulate the gas exchange [21]. Combustion has been simulated by
detailed chemistry calculations in SENKIN. The results show that
the piston motion of the FPE differs substantially from the piston
motion in a conventional internal combustion engine. It was found
that the efficiency of the FPE depended on two effects, namely high
compression and fast combustion.

Some researchers calculated the combustion performances of a
free-piston engine generator using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) software to define its combustion efficiency [14,22–26]. They
focused on a numerical simulation for the research on the combus-
tion process of a free-piston diesel engine generator by adopting
coupled models of zero-dimensional dynamics and multi-
dimensional CFD combustion, the simulation was validated with
tested data from a running free-piston engine generator prototype.

However, in spite of numerous advantages of a free piston lin-
ear generator there are some issues. FPE linear generator is still
hindered with problems such as misfire, unstable operation, piston
motion control challenges and complexity in the control system
design [7–10]. There is danger of collisions between the piston
and the cylinder head in the single piston design or collision
between both pistons in the two piston design. The FPE linear gen-
erator with single free piston and two end combustion chambers is
not balanced in principle; therefore, operation of such generator
runs with strong vibrations if there is not a massive bed. The linear
generator with two free pistons moving in opposite directions and
single central combustion chamber theoretically can be balanced.
However, such design requires a complicated electronic control
system for motion correction of the pistons.

The ICE design with free piston without any indicated disadvan-
tages was suggested in [28,29]. Here, not only the piston but also
the cylinder is free. Such engine is the absolutely balancedmachine
because the center of mass of the system is immobile at interaction
of both moving parts (Fig. 1). It essentially simplifies the control
system. The possible design of the linear generator on the base of
a two - strokes ICE using a new principle is displayed in Fig. 2.
The ring-type magnets are fixed on the piston and the electrical
winding with the magnetic conductor is located on the cylinder
(Fig. 2a). In this system, there is no problem of bumping a free pis-
ton against the cylinder head at high compression ratio at misfiring
because of a free cylinder. The severe problem of the electronic
control on fuel supply disappears also. Basically, the scheme of
an ideal balanced linear alternator is realized where the motion
of both ‘‘armature” and ‘‘stator” is caused by a direct action of
the pressure under combustion of the air-fuel mixture. Changing
the magnetic flux occurs at mutual displacements of both free pis-
ton and cylinder, and the EMF is induced in the electrical winding.
Note that in the considered system, the relative piston magnets
velocity concerning the electrical winding of the cylinder is higher
than in the scheme with the fixed cylinder. Basically, that is an idea
of the new type FPE alternator which can be named shortly as
internal combustion alternator (ICA), analogically to ICE.

The simpler scheme of ICA with external magnets is presented
in Fig. 2b. The light magnetic conductor is located on the cylinder.
Here, the external electro magnetic system is immobile and can be
connected with the bed. The vibration level is dropped due to
reduced essentially mass of both free piston and cylinder. It is nec-
essary to connect the free piston with the electro magnetic system
for absolute excluding any vibrations. This is difficult to do struc-
turally in the linear alternator scheme; however, it can be easily
solved in the rotary design.

Design of a compact closed two-stroke rotary alternator with
the piston – rotor is very attractive (Fig. 3). The rotor is connected
with a ring-type electro magnetic system which is located on a cir-
cumference of the free body. Supplying fresh mixture and exhaust
of combustion products can be made through a hollow shaft with
window type valves. The theory of the rotary engine with a free
rotor was considered in Ref. [29].

The purpose of this study is to introduce two novel perspective
ideas unlike already advanced the linear free piston generator: to
make both the piston and cylinder free that provides ideally bal-
ancing of the system; to test the generator of rotary design. In
the first case the mathematical simulation of operation of the lin-
ear internal combustion alternator with both free piston and cylin-
der was done. The operation features of such system were
analyzed. In the second case the experimental lab scale model of
pneumonic alternator in rotary design was demonstrated.



Fig. 1. Motion of both free piston and cylinder.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of linear ICA with internal (a) and external magnets (b).

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of rotor ICA with both free rotor and body: 1 – free rotor, 2 – free body with the magnetic conductor, 3 – electro winding, 4 – magnets, 5 –
connection of the rotor with electromagnets, 6 – cover.
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2. Mathematical model

The simple 0-D simulation model was used for describing oper-
ation of the linear ICA with both free piston and cylinder. It was
supposed, that ICA was fed with methane–air mixture, and the free
piston moved inside the free cylinder, executing reciprocating
motion. Gas mixture was compressed alternately in the end cham-
bers of the cylinder. The intake ports are located in the cylinder
heads, and the exhaust port is located in the central part of the
cylinder. All ports are equipped with valves of the conforming
operation. Both piston and cylinder replace in opposite directions
so that a center of mass of the system is immobile.

The two-stroke operation cycle is realized. It is supposed that
the exhaust valve is opened at the end of the power stroke. Simul-
taneously the intake valve is opened and air-fuel mixture enters
into the cylinder under some pressure, and blowdown occurs. This
incoming mixture pushes much remaining exhaust gases out
through the open exhaust valve, and the cylinder is filled with
combustible air-fuel mixture in the scavenging process. All valves
are closed after scavenging. The compressed mixture is ignited
by spark plug at the end of the compression stroke. Combustion
energy is converted to electrical energy in the power stroke. With-
out any detail consideration of the electromagnetic alternator sys-
tem, it is assumed that the electrical power in a load defined by the
electromagnetic interaction force is in the square dependence from
the relative velocity of both piston and cylinder.

The follow equations describes change of the internal energy,
gas mass and replacements of both piston and cylinder taking into
account the heat release at combustion of the methane-air mix-
ture, heat and friction losses and useful work [30–34]:
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Here, i = 1, 2 – subscript defining the cylinder chamber; k = 1, 2 –
defines the piston and cylinder respectively; ‘‘0” – initial values;
superscripts ‘‘+” and ‘‘�” mark of intake and exhaust gas respec-
tively. Expression for flow rate was taken from [34]. Usually in
ICE theory, Wiebe function converted to time used for description
of the combustion process [30]. The similar empirical approach
for function Wc was adopted here. It was supposed that after igni-
tion in TDC, the mixture was burned out during of the characteristic
combustion time sc. The process of chemical conversion of the mix-
ture can be interpreted as turbulent combustion. Accordingly, the
mass consumption rate of methane was expressed as

wi ¼ dmmi
dt ¼ mmi

sc . Dissociation of combustion products was accounted
as correction DE to specific combustion energy. The value DE = Ed-
Nwa can be expressed through degree of water vapor decomposition
in the reaction:

H2O ! H2 þ 0:5O2:

Here Ed = 241.84 kJ/mol. The degree of water vapor dissociation is

expressed through the equilibrium constant as a ¼ 0:71
KeqP1=2

� �2=3
. The

temperature dependences of specific heat capacity for intake mix-
ture and combustion product were taken from Ref. [35]. The heat
losses rate was based on the Woschni model [30,31]. Expression
for the friction force between the piston and cylinder was taken
from Ref. [31]. The electrical power in a load was calculated as

We ¼ ke
t

R t
0 U

2
mdt, where Um = |U1 � U2|. The system (1) was supple-

mented with a perfect gas law.
Initial conditions for the central piston position in the cylinder

at t = 0: U1 = U0, U2 = �U0M1/M2, P0 = 1 atm, T0 = 300 K, mm = 0.
The initial velocity U0 was set equal of 14 m/s. The combustion
time of the mixture is determined by turbulent combustion speed
Utc and, therefore, depends from gas dynamics of the cylinder fill-
ing. It is typically Utc = 10–40 m/s for ICE. The characteristic time
sc = 410�4 s was chosen, so the turbulent combustion speed should
be of 25 m/s for the characteristic combustion zone of �10 mm.
Choosing greater value sc result in uncompleted combustion of
methane.
Fig. 4. P-V and T-V diagrams a
3. Results and discussion

Obviously, that the operation regime of the alternator essen-
tially depends on many input parameters, such as length and mass
of both piston and cylinder, time of valves opening, ignition delay,
cylinder scavenging, electrical load, etc. Thus, the optimization of
solution is very complicated multi parameter problem. The simula-
tion was conducted for some concrete input parameters of the
problem that gave the insight about an operation peculiarity of
such system. Calculations were carried out for the ICA variant with
internal location of magnets (Fig. 2a) at following parameters: the
cylinder bore of 80 mm, length of 400 mm, piston length of
120 mm, reduced diameter of the exhaust valve of 50 mm, intake
valve diameter of 20 mm. Intake pressure of the methane-air mix-
ture was varied from 1 up to 4 atm. The excess air ratio was equal
of 1.2.

Mass of both piston and cylinder was chosen identical and
equal of 3 kg. It was assumed that the exhaust of the combustion
products and filling the cylinder with fresh mixture occurred
simultaneously during the compression stroke. Operation of both
exhaust and intake valves was synchronous. The opening time of
the valves corresponded with beginning the compression stroke.
The closing time of the valves was chosen by varied intake param-
eter gc which determined the start of real compression process at
volume gcVa. The intake pressure was selected so that to provide
practically of 100% scavenging of the cylinder with the fresh mix-
ture, i.e. the intake gas mass was equal to running gas mass in
cylinder. During replacement of the piston from BDC to TDC the
mass of methane increased quickly, reached the constant value
and then fell dramatically to zero after ignition and combustion
in beginning of the power stroke.

Dependences PðV
�
Þ and TðV

�
Þ are presented by P-V and T-V dia-

grams respectively in Fig. 4. Here, V
�
¼ V=V0 is dimensionless dis-

placement volume. It was considered two cases for adjusted
parameters gc, ke and Pin. The alternator performance reached the
maximum value at selected parameters. It can be seen from figures
that the less parameter gc the lower compression pressures and the
more compression temperature. It is explained by that the smaller
mass of gas mixture is required for cylinder scavenging in the first
case.

The dimensionless mass of the gas mixture Z =m/m0 increases
approximately in 1.6 times from value of 0.26 up to 0.423 under
the intake pressure growth from 1.3 up to 4.17 atm at increasing
the parameter gc from 0.6 up to 0.8 (Fig. 5). Here m0 – mass of
t compression ratio of 40.



Fig. 5. Dependence of intake pressure and dimensionless mass of the mixture in the
cylinder on the intake parameter.
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air in the cylinder at initial conditions P0 and T0. Note, the function
Pin(gc) grows faster than function Z(gc) with increasing of the
parameter gc because the speed of both piston and cylinder
increases with growing mass of the combustible mixture and,
therefore, intake time of fresh mixture is reduced.

The dimensionless values of the piston (cylinder) speed U
�
¼ U

U0

and mass of combustible m
�

m ¼ mm
m0

for selected parameters gc, ke
and Pin submitted in Fig. 6. The right part of the loop function

m
�

m ¼ f ðV
�
Þ corresponds to continuous feeding the combustible into

the cylinder; the left part of the closed loop is determined by its
burning. As concerning the dependence of the piston (cylinder)

speed on the volume U
�
¼ f ðV

�
Þ, it is strong flat and far from a sinu-

soidal view. It is explained by strong deceleration of both piston
and cylinder by the electromagnetic interaction force.

Changes of both the maximum pressure and temperature from
the compression ratio at variable parameters gc are submitted in
Fig. 7. The maximum pressure increases proportionally to the
growth of the compression ratio, while the maximum temperature
smoothly decreases. The temperature drop is connected with
required increasing input gas mass. The maximum pressure
Fig. 6. Dependence of the piston speed and mass of combustible on the displace-
ment volume.
increases from 20 up to 130 atm and maximum temperature a lit-
tle bit decreases from 2500 up to 2200 K within the compression
ratio range from 10 up to 80 and ke from 75 up to 56 for optimum
regime of the alternator operation at gc = 0.6 (Fig. 7a). Increase of
the parameter gc up to 0.8 results in increasing the maximum pres-
sure and small drop of the temperature (Fig. 7b). The growth of the
maximum pressure is connected with required increasing input
gas mass to provide the optimum operation regime of the alterna-
tor. Accordingly to adjusted value Pin (Fig. 5), the coefficient ke has
to be changed from 110 up to 80 within the compression ratio
range from 10 up to 80.

The frequency of the process is within the range of 40–50 Hz
(Fig. 8) at moderate compression ratio 40–60, that is optimum
for alternating electric current generators, and an oscillation
amplitude of both piston and cylinder is almost constant �63–
68 mm within the wide range of the compression ratio. Obviously,
the operation frequency will be change with changing the weight
of moving parts of the alternator.

The efficiency of the chemical energy conversion to the electri-
cal energy has a weakly expressed maximum (near 41%) at gc = 0.6
around of the compression ratio�90 and ke = 90 (Fig. 9a). The max-
imum electrical efficiency grows and shifts in area of high com-
pression with increasing of the parameter gc. It is connected with
increasing mass of the intake mixture (Fig. 5). Small drop of the
electrical efficiency at high compression ratios is connected with
increasing the heat losses. The maximum performance is high as
46% for gc = 0.8, and it reaches this value at the compression ratio
closed to 82 at ke = 80 (Fig. 9b).

The specific electrical power of the alternator increases with
increasing of both compression ratio and parameter gc (Fig. 9).
The great value of 58 kW/l is reached at the compression ratio
�80 at gc = 0.8. Note that the specific mechanical power is high
as �20 kW/l for conventional two-stroke gasoline ICE. Simultane-
ous growth of both the specific electrical power and oscillation fre-
quency provides the almost constant oscillation amplitude (Fig. 8)
because the oscillation amplitude is proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
We

p
and

inversely proportional to oscillation frequency accordantly to the
expression for We.

Obviously, that the spontaneous self ignition of the methane-air
mixture by compression ahead of the combustion front is possible
at the great compression ratio. It is necessary to compare both
characteristic times of ignition delay sig and turbulent combustion
time sc for estimation of the critical condition of self ignition of the
mixture. The value sig for methane–air mixture can be calculated
from the expression [36]:

sig ¼ n0:3m n�1
ox P

�0:7 2:51010 exp �25;000=Tð Þþ2:5104 exp �10;000=Tð Þ
h i�1

Dependences of the combustion temperature Tc after forced
ignition of the mixture and the fresh mixture temperature Tf ahead
of flame front on the pressure are submitted in Fig. 10. Heating the
fresh mixture by compression is described satisfactorily by the

polytropic ratio T=T0 ¼ P=P0ð Þn�1
n with the polytropic exponent

n = 1.235 (curve 2). It can be seen that the times relation

s
� ¼ sig=sc > 1, though it is close to unit at the maximum process
pressure. It means that self ignition mode is not realized at com-
pression ratios less than 28. The self ignition of the mixture ahead
of the flame front is possible during of compression and burning at
final compression ratio above 28. This case is equivalent of reduc-
tion of the characteristic burning time sc, that results in some
increasing the maximum pressure. Such output parameters of the
process, as the temperature, frequency and oscillation amplitude,
efficiency of the chemical energy conversion to electrical one are
varied insignificantly (less, than 10%) at reduction of sc in four
times.



Fig. 7. Dependence of the maximum pressure and combustion temperature on the compression ratio.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the frequency and oscillation amplitude of both piston and cylinder on the compression ratio.
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Thus, the conducted simulation demonstrated a high power
efficiency of the given type ICA. Apparently, that optimization of
the process will allow increasing even more the specific power
and the power performance of the alternator.
4. Preliminary experiments

Results of an experimental investigation of the free piston
pneumatic expander-linear generator were presented in Ref. [37].
The test rig using compressed air as working fluid was established.
The motion characteristics, dynamic characteristics and the indi-
cated efficiency of the pneumatic linear generator were analyzed.
The maximum power output of 19 W was achieved when the
intake pressure was 2.0 bar and the operation frequency was
2.5 Hz.

In our study the lab scale pneumatic alternator in rotary design
with both free rotor and cylindrical body was assembled for exper-
imental demonstration of ICA capability (Fig. 11). Such design sur-
passes essentially in the assembling simplicity of own engine and
electrical generator in opposite to the linear variant, taking into
account the magnets location outside of the cylinder space. The
simplified design with the one-sector rotor was chose in compar-
ison with the scheme in Fig. 3. The single body sector was installed
inside the cylindrical body and fixed with it. The exhaust port in
the body was located opposite this sector. Intake of compressed
air occurred through the electromagnetic valves mounted from
both sides of the body sector. A conventional three-phase 60 W
electrical generator 4T139QMB of SCOOTER-M Ltd was connected
with the assembly. The rotor with magnets of the electrical gener-
ator was fixed with the assembly rotor, and the stator was attached
to the assembly body. A 10 W lamp was used as an electrical load.
Main specifications of the setup: inner body diameter was
100 mm, cross-section of total rectangular working volume of
0.17 L was 40 mm of width and 30 mm of height, the exhaust port
of 10 � 40 mm. Labyrinth seals were used in both rotor and body



Fig. 9. Dependence of energy conversion efficiency and specific power on the compression ratio.

Fig. 10. The temperatures of fresh mixture ahead the combustion front and relation
of characteristic times of self ignition and combustion. The final compression ratio
is 28.

Fig. 11. Image of the rotor pneumatic alternator. 1 – Free body, 2 – electromagnetic
valve, 3 – stator of the electric generator, 4 – electrical load, 5 – slewing sensor, 6 –
electronic control system, 7 – reed switch.
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sectors, however additional compressive sealing vanes could be
installed in the sectors. In this case the compression was increased
essentially. The automobile electromagnetic valves OMVL BFC of
Italy with a flow cross section of 28 mm2 were used as intake
valves for compressed air. The moment and duration of the air
injection could be controlled with the electronic controller using
reed switches. The slewing sensor for registration of the rotor oscil-
lation amplitude was established from another side of assembly
body. Simultaneously, the body oscillation amplitude was fixed
by the marker. The small pressure transducer 24PCGFA6D of
Honeywell was inserted into the body near the body sector. By
estimations, the maximum electrical power of the given alternator
can reach approximately 20 kW at combustion of the stoichiomet-
ric methane–air mixture providing 50% conversion efficiency of
chemical energy to electrical. However, the variant with combus-
tion did not considered in the given study so far. In the preliminary
experiments the alternator was fed with compressed air of low
pressure below of 6 atm. In this case the compressive vanes were
removed because the compression pressure surpassed capabilities
of our air compressor.

Results of experiments showed that the alternator operated
steady with the oscillation frequency of 5–15 Hz at air supply from
2 up to 6 atm. The compression ratio was low, did not exceed 2,
thus the electrical power in the load was �10 W at input power
with intake compressed air near 100W.

The absolute pressure and rotor oscillation oscillogram as well
as voltage signal Uv = 15 V from the valve feeding the alternator
with compressed air are displayed in Fig. 12. Here, the maximum
pressure P was 3.5 atm, maximum rotor oscillation amplitude u
was 30�. Nonmonotonic pressure changing in the compression
stroke can be explained by gas escaping because of not enough
effective ability of labyrinth seals at low speed of rotor oscillations.

Thereby, the preliminary experiments demonstrated viability of
idea of an alternator with both free piston and cylinder in the
rotary design.



Fig. 12. Oscillogram of the pressure and rotor oscillation amplitude and voltage on the electromagnetic valve.
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5. Conclusions

Two novel perspective ideas unlike advanced the linear electri-
cal free piston generator was considered in this study. It was sug-
gested to make both the piston and cylinder free. It provides ideally
balancing of the system. Also, it is interesting to turn from the lin-
ear scheme of the generator to rotary design. The mathematical
simulation of operation of an internal combustion alternator with
both free piston and cylinder in linear design was conducted. Vari-
ant of the alternator with internal location of magnets was consid-
ered. The operation particularities of such system were analyzed
for some concrete input parameters of the problem. Operation of
the experimental pneumonic lab scale model of the alternator exe-
cuted in the compact rotary design was demonstrated.

The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(1) Calculations were shown that the maximum pressure
increased proportionally to the growth of the compression
ratio, while the temperature smoothly decreased. Increase
of the intake parameter resulted in increasing of the maxi-
mum pressure and small drop of the temperature. It is con-
nected with required increasing input gas mass to provide
the optimum operation regime of the alternator.

(2) The frequency of the process was within the range of 40–
50 Hz and the oscillation amplitude of both piston and cylin-
der was almost constant �63–68 mm at moderate compres-
sion ratio of 40–60.

(3) The specific electrical power of the alternator grew with
increase of both the compression ratio and intake parameter.
Themaximum electrical efficiency grows and shifts in area of
high compression with increasing of the intake parameter. It
is connected with increasing mass of the intake mixture.
Small drop of the electrical efficiency at high compression
ratios is connected with increasing the heat losses. The great
specific power reached of �40–50 kW/l at the compression
ratio of 40–60 and intake parameter of 0.8. Conversion effi-
ciency of chemical energy to electrical at combustion of
methane–airmixture reachedof 46% innot optimizedvariant.

(4) The experimental rotary alternator of simplified one-sector
design was assembled. The alternator was fed with com-
pressed air of low pressure below of 6 atm. Results of prelim-
inary experiments showed that the alternator operated stably
with the oscillation frequency of 5–15 Hz at air supply from 2
up to 6 atm. The electrical power in the load reached of 10W
at input power with intake compressed air about 100W.

This paper focused on developing novel ideas for ICA. Creation
of experimental setups on combustion and validation between
the numerical and experimental results is planed in our future
work, which will be continuation of efforts to reach the maximum
performance of novel design ICA.
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